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CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE MEJORAMIENTO DE MA12 Y T R I G 0  
INTERNATIONAL MAIZE AND WHEAT IMPROVEMENT CENTER 
Lisboa 27  Apartado Postal 6-641 06600 Mexico,  D.F. Mex ico  
PROJECT AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 
AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR 
INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH (ACIAR) 
and 
CENTRO INTEWNACIONAL DE 
MEJORAMIENTO DE MA12 Y TRIG0 
(CIMMYT) 
Jiiriuury I99 7 
THIS AGREEMENT is made on the 29th day of January 1997 
BETWEEN 
i 
THE AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL 
RESEARCH ('ACIAR') a body corporate under the Australian Centre for International 
Agricultural Research Act 1982 
AND 
CENTRO INTERNAC NAL DE MEJORAMIENTO AND MAIZ Y TRIG0  
(CIMMYT) ('The Organisation') a duly constituted non-profit, non-government and 
autonomous international organisation 
WHEREAS: 
A. ACIAR wishes to grant funds to the Organisation for the 'Genetic Information 
Package for Wheat Researchers (Triticum GRIP); Phase 11: Genetic data, data 
integrity, enhanced data quarry, and reference information' Project detailed in 
Attachment 1 (the 'Project') 
B. The Organisation agrees to accept ACTAR's offer of a grant of funds on the terms and 
conditions set out in this Agreement. 
NOW IT IS HEREBY AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. DEFINITIONS 
1.1 In this Agreement unless the contrary intention appears: 
'Agreement' includes the Attachments to this Agreement; 
'Agreement Material' includes documents. equipment, software, goods, information 
and data stored by any means: 
(a) brought into existence by, or for the purpose of implementing the Project; 
(b) incorporated in, supplied or required to be supplied along with the Material 
referred to in (a) above; or 
(c) copied or derived from Material referred to in (a) or (b) above; 
'Confideiitial Information' means i n  relation to a party, inforination that: 
(a) is by its nature confidential; 
(b) is designated by that party as confidential; or 
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(c) the other party knows or ought to know is confidential; but does not include 
information which: 
(i) is or becomes public knowledge other than by breach of this Agreement 
or by any other unlawful means; or 
(ii) is in the possession of the other party without restriction in relation to 
disclosure before the date of receipt by that party; or 
(iii) has been independently developed or acquired by the other party; 
'Parties' means ACIAR and the Organisation; 
'Grant' means the knds provided by ACIAR under this Agreement; 
'Intellectual Property' includes all copyright and neighbouring rights, all rights in 
relation to inventions (including patent rights), plant varieties, registered and 
unregistered trademarks (including service marks), registered designs, trade secrets and 
know how, circuit layouts, and all other rights resulting from intellectual activity in the 
industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields; 
'Net Monies Received' means all monies received by the Organisation net of any 
expenses that are properly paid on an arms-length basis by the Organisation in 
exploiting the Intellectual Property in the Agreement Material. 
1.2 
2. 
2.1 
3. 
3 . 1  
3.2 
Words imputing a gender include the other gender and words in the singular number 
include the plural and words in the plural number include the singular. 
DURATION 
This Agreement shall commence on 1 Jaitmry I997 and shall conclude on 31 
December 1998 or on such other date ns may subsequently be agreed in writing 
between the Parties. 
OBLIGATIONS OF THE ORGANISATION 
The Organisation shall undertake the Project in the manner provided by this Agreement 
in conjunction with the Airsfraliotr Wiriter Cereals Collection in Australia, and 
Institute of Crop Breeding atid Ciillivafiori ii i  Chitm, and Small Grain Center in fhe 
Republic of Soirth Afi'icn (the Collaborating Institutions). The contractual 
arrangements between the Organisation and the Collaborating Institutions shall be set 
out in a separate agreement, which is the responsibility of the Organisation to conclude. 
The Organisation shall use the Grant for the sole purpose of hnding the 
Project. 
4. CONTRIBUTION 
4.1 ACIAR shall make a Grant to the Organisation in the amounts, in the manner and at 
the times specified in the budget which forms part of the Project Document at 
Attachment 1 .  ACIAR, on behalf of the Organisation, will make payments described in 
Part B of the budget directly to the Australian Winter Cereals Collection. 
4.2 The Organisation shall provide ACIAR with a financial statement in Australian dollars 
certified by an authorised officer of the Organisation acquitting the Grant at the time 
of sirbmittitig the atmial ntidfitial report. The financial statement will set out the 
expenditure totals actually incurred under the four headings: Personnel, Supplies and 
Service, Travel and Other, in the format at Attachment 2. 
4.3 Disbursement of any uncommitted part of the Grant following completion of the 
Project and so identified in the final acquittal statement, shall be determined by 
ACIAR. 
5. PROJECT REPORTS 
5.1 The Organisation shall submit annual progress reports on the Project in accordance 
with guidelines at Attachment 3.  
5.2 At the completion of the project, the Organisation shall submit a final report to 
ACIAR in accordance with guidelines at Attachment 4. 
6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
6.1 The Organisation shall, no later than the commencement of the Project, inform ACIAR 
in writing of all pre-existing Intellectual Property owned by itself or third parties that is 
proposed to be used in the Project and of any limitation on its use under this 
Agreement. Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Parties, this Agreement does not 
affect the ownership of pre-existing Intellectual Property identified pursuant to this 
clause. 
6.2 The Organisation warrants that to the best of its knowledge information and belief the 
Intellectual Property provided by the Organisation pursuant to the Project does not 
infringe any Intellectual Property rights of any third party in Australia or the rest of the 
world. 
6.3 The Warranty referred to in clause 6.2 shall survive the expiration or termination of this 
Agreement. 
6.4 The Organisation shall notifjr ACIAR of the details of any Intellectual Property created 
as a result of the performance of the Project. Any notification shall be treated as 
Confidential Information by ACIAR. 
6.5 In accordance with the cooperative nature of the Project and recognising that it will be 
desirable to use or exploit advances or discoveries which may be made in the course of 
the Project under this Agreement, the Organisation and the Collaborating Institutions 
will discuss and will jointly determine: 
(a) the equitable apportionment of ownership of Intellectual Property in the 
Agreement Material arising directly or indirectly from the Project; 
(b) the equitable apportionment of profits, royalties or licence fees relating to such 
Intellectual Property; 
(c) the equitable licensing of such Intellectual Property; and 
(d) where it is within their power, the equitable licensing of such other intellectual 
properties as is necessary for the utilisation of the results of the project. 
6.6 In fblfilling their obligations under the above, the Organisation and the Collaborating 
Institutions will have regard to relevant considerations including: 
(a) their respective intellectual contributions; 
(b) their respective contributions of pre-existing Intellectual Property, material, 
research effort and proprietary work; 
(c) the facilities provided by the Organisation and the Collaborating Institutions; 
and 
(d) such other relevant coiisiderations as they inay mutually determine. 
6.7 The determination so reached shall be set out in a formal agreement between the 
Organisation and the Collaborating Institutions a copy of which shall be provided to 
ACIAR. 
6.8 Where ownership of Intellectual Property in the Agreement Material vests in the 
Organisation, the Organisation shall grant to ACIAR a permanent, irrevocable 
royalty-free, non-exclusive licence (including a right of sub-licence) to use, reproduce, 
adapt and exploit that Intellectual Property in all countries in which it is vested in the 
Organisation. 
6.9 Where ownership of Intellectual Property in the Agreement Material vests in the 
Organisation, the Organisation agrees that it shall pay to ACIAR within 30 days of the 
expiration of 30 June and 3 1 December, 25% or such percentage as is otherwise 
agreed, of Net Monies Received by the Organisation by way of licence fees, sale price 
or royalties in relation to such Intellectual Property, and this obligation of the 
Organisation shall continue for a period of twenty (20) years from the commencement 
of this Agreement. 
6.10 The Organisation agrees it shall not sub-licence or assign its Intellectual Property in the 
Agreement Material without first obtaining the prior written consent of ACIAR, and in 
giving any such consent ACIAR may impose any conditions it sees fit. 
6.11 The Organisation shall maintain proper books of account which evidence receipt of any 
licence fees, sale price or royalties payable to it in respect of Intellectual Property in the 
Agreement Material and any expenses properly paid in relation thereto and ACIAR 
shall be granted access to those records at any time upon request. This obligation shall 
continue for a period of twenty (20) years from the commencement of this Agreement. 
6.12 Where the Organisation intends to publish any article or paper of an academic, 
scientific or technical nature in regard to the Project, or to place any advertisement 
. requesting applications from persons to perform any part of the Project, any such 
publication or advertisement must acknowledge the hnding and other support 
provided by ACIAR in regard to the Project. 
6.13 The Organisation may report details of the Project in the non-specialist media provided 
however: 
(a) it acknowledges the hnding and support provided to the Project by ACIAR; 
and 
(b) in the event that the subject of the proposed media report is potentially 
controversial, the Organisation will, prior to publication, request the written 
consent of ACIAR to the publication of any such report, and ACIAR may in its 
discretion consent or refuse consent to any such publication. 
7. EVALUATION AND REVIEW 
7.1 ACIAR may at any time undertake an evaluation of the progress of the Project. The 
Organisation shall cooperate fully and shall arrange for Project staff to cooperate h l l y  
with any request for assistance in performing such evaluation. Where agreed, such 
evaluation shall be undertaken by ajoint investigation team appointed by the Parties 
who are independent of staff involved in the Project. 
7.2 Projects subject to a grant for more than a three year period shall be reviewed 
mid-term. If appropriate, there may be a final review of the project covering the total 
period. An independent review will be organised or a review will be conducted in line 
with the Organisations own processes. Review costs will form part of the budget of 
the Project. The continuation of the Grant will be dependent on a favourable review 
report. 
8. CLAIMS RELATING TO PROJECT ACTlVlTlES 
8.1 The Organisation shall at all times indemnify and hold harmless ACIAR, its officers, 
employees and agents (referred to in this clause as 'those indemnified') from and 
against any loss (including legal costs and expenses on a solicitor/own client basis), or 
liability, reasonably incurred or suffered by any of those indemnified arising frdm any 
claim, suit, demand, action or proceeding by any person against any of those 
indemnified where such loss or liability was caused by any wilfil, unlawfil or 
negligent act or omission of the Organisation, its officers, employees or agents, 
including personnel of the Organisation on short term attachment in Australia, in 
connection with the Project. 
8.2 The Organisation's liability to indemnifL ACIAR under clause 8.2 shall be reduced 
proportionally to the extent that any act or omission of ACIAR or its officers, 
employees or agents contributed to the loss or liability. 
9. INSURANCE 
9.1 The Organisation shall take out and maintain adequate insurance against claims by third 
parties resulting from acts performed in carrying out the Project, and upon request 
from ACIAR shall provide ACIAR with a copy of the policy. 
9.2 ACIAR undertakes no responsibility in respect of loss or damage to Project equipment 
or supplies or in respect of any life, accident, travel or any other insurance coverage 
which may be necessary or desirable for the personnel of the Organisation or of any of 
the Collaborating Institutions referred to in clause 3.1 or for the dependents of any 
such persons as may travel for the purposes of the Project. 
10. SETTLEMENT OF DIFFERENCES 
10.1 Before resorting to external dispute resolution mechanisms, the parties shall attempt to 
settle by negotiation any dispute in relation to this Ageement including by referring 
the matter to personnel who may have authority to intervene and direct some form of 
resolution. 
10.2 If a dispute is not settled by the parties within 28 days of one party first sending to the 
other party written notice that they are in dispute, the dispute may be submitted to an 
external dispute resolution mechanism. 
10.3 Notwithstanding the existence of a dispute each party shall continue to perform its 
obligation under this Agree men t . 
11. TERMINATTON 
l -  
11.1 In the event that cimmstances beyond the control of either ACIAR or the 
Organisation render the project impractical or impossible, either party may upon 
giving written not to the other immediately terminate this Agreement. 
11.2 In addition to clause 11.1, ifthe Organisation fails within 28 days after receipt of a 
written notice to remedy any default in the performance or the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement, ACIAR may, by written notice, terminate this Agreement. 
11.3 Unless otherwise agreed, upon termination of this Agreement the Organisation shall 
repay to ACIAR any moneys forming part of the Grant that have not been expended 
and are not committed for expenditure in such manner and at such times as ACIAR 
directs in writing. 
1 1.4 Upon the termination of this Agreement, ACIAR shall not be obliged to pay any 
hrther Grant moneys to the Organisation in relation to this Project. 
12. GENERAL 
12.1 The Organisation must not assign any of its obligations under this Agreement without 
AC I AR's written consent . 
12.2 A waiver by either party in respect ofany breach of a condition or provision of this 
Agreement shall not be deemed to be a waiver in respect of any other or of any 
subsequent breach. The failure of either party to enforce at any time any of the 
provisions of this Agreement shall in no way be interpreted as a waiver of such 
provision. 
12.3 The Organisation shall in carrying out the Project comply with the provisions of any 
relevant statutes, regulations or by-laws of the country in which it is carried out. 
12.4 If any provision of this Agreement is found to be unlawful, invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, this Agreement will remain in force apart from that provision which is 
taken to be deleted. 
12.5 This contract is to be governed by the laws of the Australian Capital Territory and 
each party submits to the  non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of that Territory. 
12.6 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes 
all communications, negotiations, arrangements and agreements, whether oral or 
written, between the parties with respect to the subject matter of this Agreement. 
12.7 The Organisation shall not represent itself, and shall ensure that its officers, 
employees, agents and sub-contractors do not represent themselves, as being an 
officer, employee, partner or agent of ACIAR, or as otherwise able to bind or 
represent ACIAR. 
12.8 The Organisation shall not by virtue of this Agreement be or for any purpose be 
deemed to be an officer, employee, partner or agent of ACIAR, or as having any 
power or authority to bind or represent ACIAR. 
12.9 Variations to this Agreement may be made at any time by an exchange of letters 
between the parties. 
13 NOTICES 
13.1 Any notice, request or other communication to be given or served pursuant to the 
Agreement shall be in writing and addressed, as the case may be, as follows: 
if given to the Organisation, addressed and forwarded to: 
The Director General 
CIMMYT 
Apartado Postal 6-64 1 
06600 Mexico, D.F. 
MEXICO 
Facsimile Number 525 726 755817559 
if given to ACIAR, addressed and fonvasded to: 
The Director, 
ACIAR, 
GPO Box 1571 
Canberra, ACT 2600 
AUSTRALIA 
Facsiinile Number 6 16 2 I7050 1 
or addressed to such other addresses as either party may advise to the other in writing 
from time to time. 
13.2 Any such notice, request or other coinmunication shall be delivered by hand, pre-paid 
air-mail or facsimile to the address of the party to which it is sent. 
13.3 Any notice, request or other communication will be deemed to be received: 
(a) if delivered by hand, at the tiine of delivery; 
(b) if sent by prepaid air-mail, at the time when in due course of the post, it would have 
been delivered at the address to which it was sent; and 
(c) if sent by facsimile, on the business day next following the day of dispatch providing 
that the sender receives an "OK" code in respect of the transmission and is not notified 
by the recipient by close of business of the next business day following the day of 
dispatch that the transmission was illegible. 
I 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties liave executed this Agreement as a deed upon the 
day and year first above written. 
For and on behalf of the 
Australian Centre for 
International Agricultural 
Research 
............................................................ / 
For and on behalf of 
Cen tro In tern ciciond de 
Mejornntiento de 
Mniz y Trig0 
............................................. Y !\ A ......... ......... 1 -/- 
-d 
ATTACHMENT 1 
Pap: 1 
APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL PURPOSE GRANT 
SECTION 1: SUMMARY 
1.1 International Center: 
CIWlMyT (Centro Inkmacional de Mejoramiedo de Maiz y Trigo). 
06600 Mkxico, D.F. MEXTCO 
Phone: (52 5)  7269091 
Fax; (52 5 )  726755W59 
Apartado P0sml6-641 
1.2 Title of proposal: 
Genetic Resources Information Package for Wheat Researchers (T'ritrcm 
GRIP); Phase E Genetic drda, data integrity, mbanced data quarry, and 
reference information, 
1.3 ACIAR Program Area: 
Crop Sciences 
1.4 Countries, Commodity and % Commodity: 
hciia, Wheat, 100% 
cm me& 100% 
south Afiim, wheat 100% 
15 Geopphic  Regions: 
Tndian subcontinent, Erast Asia and Aii-icn 
1.6 Belevant program within the IARC agreed research agenda: 
Wheat Program 
1.7 Related ACIAR projects: 
Genetic Resources Momtion Package for wheat Researchers (GRIP for 
Wheat). Phase I: Passport WO&OIA. Am- Winter Cereals C0lld~11 
with CIMMYT, India, Russia and China 
CS 1/96/102: Common bean germplasm: trait &uation and multivariate 
analysis. Queensland Department of Primary l[ndustty, University of 
Queensland, CIAT. 
1.8 Center scientists: 
B. Skovmand. H e  Wheat Genetic Resource Section. 
P. N. Fox. Head, international Wheat Nurseries. 
J- W. White. Modeling Speclalist, G e o p p h i ~  Infoxxnatio~ Systems. 
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Australian collaborating institution and lead scientists: 
A d i a n  Winter Cereals Collection (AWCC) 
Rh.IB 944, calafa Lane 
Tamworth NSW 2340 
phone. (067) 63 1149 
Fax (067) 631222 
M G. Mackay, Curator 
G R Grimes, Professional Officer - Genetic Resoux~es 
Webping country collaborating institutions and lead dentists: 
hdia 
Dixectorate of Wheat Research, Post Box No. 15 8, Kunjpura Road, Kamal- 
132001, Haryana, INDIA. 
Dr. S. Nagarajan 
China 
Institute of Crop Breeding and Cultivation 
Ghinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 
Beijing, P R Chma 
Fax: 86 10-2 174142 
Me Zhong-hu 
south Africa 
Small Grain center 
Private Bag X29 
9700 Bethlehem 
Republic of S o u t h f i c a  
Phone: (058) 30-356-86 
I?=: (058) 30-399-52 
Benefit of collaboration to MRC, Aastralian research and developing 
country national programs: 
"he proposed collaboration among CIMMYT, the AWCC and developing 
coufltries is to extend the Gene& Resources Momtion Package Phase I 
(GRIP 1) (h4i.ck.a~ et. ai., 1996) to include 1) &c info&on and s e l d  
BOSS morphological descnpton; 2) to improve chta capture (contri%utions 
from users) and Wrtation (dab files), data editing aad m-v, 3) to align 
the data structure with other global gmdic res0un;es information systems fur 
eva lhon  data, such as the International Wheat Infomation System (IWTS), 
and in the future, the International Crop Infomation System (ICIS) (Fox e r d ,  
2996) 
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CIhfMYT has a global mandate for wheat impemm within the 
International Agricultural Resemh Centers (L4RCs). Extending i ts 
laformation Service as proposed will increase the efficiency of resource5 
devoted to wheat JCSwtrGh not only in Australia and world wide, but Will 
espec:cially empower NARS in developing countries by providing them with 
access to the same Ilafonaatx'on used by breeders in developed countries. h the 
special case of the Republic of South Afkica, the GRIP II project will provide a 
potent mechanism to hasten the re-integration of South African wheat 
rcsewchers into the international wheat community. c I M M y T , s  wheat 
improvement course w d l  hcfude on GIW II feahues, and 
trainees will receive both GRJP I and GRIP fl developed materials and will 
have the knowledge to use these resources. 
As molIecular markers become more widely used in breeding, we need a way 
to capture iaterchange of data on a gItobal scale- Gx;linGenes is oriented 
towards geneticists/biotechnologists. GRIP IvrwIS will provide the critical 
link so that crop improvement b e f i t s  fiom molecular work m be extended 
even to NARSs that have minimal &house biotech capacity. 
Wheat research institutions in the world will benefit fiom a central, shared 
genetic resources i d o m t i o n  system tbxough improved access to ini30rmatiun 
on which more focused and effective decisions can be made in selecting 
germplasm for evaluation, pre-breeding and breedin$ activities- Improved 
decision making wiIl translate into greater efficienq in the use of dl wheat 
improvement resources, including funds and germplasm- n e  project will also 
contribute to forging cooperative networks for the exchange of knowledge and 
germplasm to increase wheat production globally. 
1.12 Dnration of Project and Commencement Date: 
2 years, Jmuary 1,1997 to December 31,1998. 
1-13 Estimated Project Expenditure: 
AUS $149,050 
1.14 Other Sapportr 
CI[MR.IpuTT: Core-fund contribution to IWISKXS Is US$200,000 pe-r year which is 
partially applicable to GRIP 3. 
3 months / year ofhtenxatiod S W .  
AWCC : 4 months / year Professional OEcer 
3 months / year Tecfmical Assistant 
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1.15 Abstract: 
%e value of wheat genetic resource i s  enhanced SligmficmtIy by the 
availability of associated information. Nmes, pedigrees, abbreviations, 
origsnS and sqnonyms, provided by GRTP I, mrn collaboratkm ammg 
C!l&lMYT, USA, Canada, Aw&a.Ii% hdia, Russia, china and other countries 
estabiished unpmximted &.a standardizatim 
73.i.s p103ect wl-u improve the user hterkce and fimctional&y, as well as 
accessions in one package and thus contribute to the efficiency ofwheai 
improvement intermtionally. The project represents the fist time such 
idomation has been collated electronidy on a global basis. The 
information will be distributed electronically via CrainGaes, as a CD-ROM 
a d o r  as a component oftbe htemtional Wheat Mom-on. System (rwrs). 
collate genetic and morphological data for cbaractetlzatl 'onofwheat 
This  project wilJ seamlessly link with the project Diagnostic Tools for Wheat 
Genetic Resource Amlysis' (which has been pro@ for GRDC h d m g )  and 
with the lWIS project to ultimately provide wheat research  and other mop 
specialists with a compreheusive system for genetic resomces informatian 
management and shanng. The project also has considerable implicalim for 
other crop species via the men$ CGXAR c o W d v e  project b fiuther 
develop the rWTS mode1 into a generic W d o n a l  Crop W o m ~ o n  System 
(ICIS), which currently involves CIMMYT, IRN, ICEUSAT, ICARDA, CUT 
mil PGRX. 
2.16 Flow Chart: 
Initial planning meeting at C M ;  allucation 0ftclSb;s and 
responsibilities 
Finalize desigix 
Complete data importation module; CIMMYT scientist to AustraIis 
Complete addition of genetic data from catalogue ofgene symbok 
Finalize data des@ for al.ignment to IWIS. . 
bgress  review and r\eassessment workshop at CIMMYT. 
Prototype user fUnctionaXity fentures; complete authentication module. 
Complete refemce modde; internet accessibility arrangements; 
complete data collaiion 
Find meeting documenidon, distn'buton 
cQlllpl& data Vefifclcadon POCeSS. 
Final report Po Ac3AR 
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1.17 Outputs Table: 
A new strategy for capturing genetic data 
Global database on wheat genetic reswces 
Data structure for storing i n f o d o n  on all known genes for my wheat 
material 
A user-friendly interface for inputting genetic and morphological data 
Ability to enter data tbrough xartemet 
Availability on internet 
2000 copies of GRIP If distributed as CD-ROM 
At least 20 young scient& h n  NARSs trained in the use of GRIP II 
Documentation of GRIP II system 
S o h  application and data 
CD-ROM production and distnbution 
Basic GIs f a a s  on the CD-ROM 
' 
mmoN 2: COLLABORATXVE REslL4RcE PROPOSAL 
2.1 Background 
This project proposal origutates from a previous ACIAR h d e d  project 
entitled Genetic Resources Idormation Package for What: Phase 1 (GRIP I). 
The underlying issue addressed by the project i s  the lack of  integration in the 
documentatiun and ma.nspemtmt o f  plant genetic resources hfomtim MI an 
h t e m a t i d  h i s .  This situation hinders efficient utilization ofgennpIasm 
because research are forced to select genotypes for inclusion in breeding 
programs based on i n f i i m  fium isolated sourcm- The GRIP I project 
provided both information and a methodology for Unique idmtifi.cation of 
genetic resources for wheat research by colIatin& d - g  and standardizing 
pedipes and passport infomation that was dso iacorp~rated into IWS. 
GRIP I provided basic passport data on more than 130,000 wheat cultivars, 
genetic stock and breeding lines; @pee infOrmation was provided for more 
than 60,000 wfigats. This information was distributed to wheat scientists in 
e& 1996. GRIP I also evolved into a major vehicle fos coU.aborafion and 
colmmunication among researchers. These links wiII be expioitedmd 
strengthened via GRIP H to f d e r  increase the efficiency of wheat breeding. 
GRIP II seeks to link more information to the genetic resources made 
accessible through the GRIP I projecq adding user functx-omlity and ensuring 
that infoxmation can readily be ?musferred to and from other germplasm 
information systems, such as the htemtional Wheat Idormation System 
(IWIS). cTI3xxetlc data will be directly usable in wheat improvement. GIUIP II 
will also collate morphological information that will be invaluable in fxtha 
verification of the identity of accessions (and accession numbers) in 
Ci3lti3CtiOIlS. 
R q e :  6 
On a global basis the economic impact of improving the efficiency of 
germplasm utilization is simcant in terms of the cost of wheat improvement 
programs. Its achievement would enable researchers to more s c c ~ e ~ y  
iden* and focus on the gemplasm they require. This con&uts with the 
current practices of evaluating many thousands of genotypes in search for the 
few .that will address specific breeding objectives. The GRIP I project has been 
the ody attempt to remove this utilization constraint on a global basis for 
d e a i .  The success of GRlP I will be fiuther extended by GRIP IL 
The basis of improving the efficiency of utilization of gennplasm is through 
accuxtite identification of a l l  germplasm through passport, characterization and 
metic data GRTP I addressed the passport data iype; this project will address 
characterization and generic data In a separate project, CXMMYT i s  
developing a platform that will enable aI1 three data types to be dynamically 
linked to evaluation data, thus forming an ongoing and comprehensive 
resource for wheat improvement. 
Related activities in Australia resulted hm the GRIP I model to develop 
phase 1 Hordeum -ley) (Mackay and Skwmand 1996a) and A v m  (oat) 
(Mkkay and Skovmand 19W) GIUP databases as a means of gatheriug 
p- passport data for these species into single, global resources. GZUP TT 
WiLl provide the same oppommity at no signiscant development costs. 
The initial beneficiaries of this research will be scientists invoke? h 
improvement of wheat and other crops. Longer term beneficiaries wiU inchck 
scientists working with crop, such as rice, where the technology can be 
applied without the need for redevelopment In a broader context, the general 
world community will benefit fiom improving the efficiency and sustainability 
of mop production. 
Outputs from the research will be relevant to wheat improvement scientists in 
all wheat producing countries. 
The Australisn collaborating iaStiMe has previous experience in this field in 
Mexico, Syria, Chum and Brazil. 
2 2  Raearch Objectives & expected outputs: 
Additton of genetic information to GRIP 1: Whm possible the p m c e  or 
absence of identifled genes will be included for GRIP I records- 
Authentication module will be included: This system will permit any 
conestions to existing data QT addition of new data to be uniquely hiked to the 
person making the comctioLls or additions. This will provide an “audit trail” 
to protect data impr;ty. 
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User functionality thtures: These will allow users to examhe or select: 
germplasm based on genetic or gross morphological traits. These features will 
enable users to select gemplasm for further research on a more scientific basis 
than has been prewiously possible. 
Refinement of data imwrtim module: Provides users with a more 
sophisticaned and flexible means of imp~rhng dah into the GRIP database 
This process will be linked to the amhentication module to ensure data 
integrity. 
Harmonize data structure with W S :  The design of the GRIP ZJ dataset WlU be 
modified to e r n e  automatic lixlkage With data h other global i & o d o n  
initiatives, initially the I n t d o n a l  Wheat Infomation System (NirIS) and 
her ICE, which is under development 
Verification of existinp dats: Prior to inclusion into the GRTP TI dataset, data in 
the GRIP I d;rtaset will be checked by knowledgeabIe cooperators to correct 
wrong information, duplicate entries and non-standard name formats. 
hkmt accessibility GRIP II data and applicdon software WIU be made 
available via an FI" site on the GrainGenes internet server- Users will be: able 
to download the most up-to-date data as well as contri ie corrected or new 
data. 
&fkrmce module: Reference f&s that will include region (state, provirrCe) 
along with country of origin codes, lists of genebank accession prefixes, Lists 
o f  breeding stations and breeders will also be included This will be the fust 
t h e  such resource information Will be included Wjth germplasm data and is 
expected to provide scienbsts \;cia simplex ways to identlfj. and r-st 
germplasm and additiod infomation. 
Improve SOL searches: Certain data searching features in GRIP X ate quib 
slow or cumbersome. In GRIP II these features wiU be enhanced in tern of 
user: fimc€liness and speed. 
The links for obtaining data for GRIP I will be exploited again and cover 
AWCC, CDIMYT, Umted Stales, The Dmdorate of Wheat Research in 
Chitla, Russia, United Kingdom and Canada Additional links under 
development await support fiom this project and include co~ltacts with the 
Nordic Gene Bank, ICARDA and the National Bureau ofplant h e t i c  
Resources in India and other major gene banks and institutions in Europe, 
Canada, Japan, Latin America and Southem Africa Data wii  be mIlated at 
ClMMyTTs El Batan headquarters and at the A W C .  Final data rnm-puhtion 
and distribution will be undertaken at ClMMIT. 
A meeting of key coUabomtmg scientists is planned at the beginning ofthe 
project to develop work plans and allocate specific project cmponents to 
individual or groups of collaborators (at CMMYT). hat ion - 10 days- M 
meeting will address and resohe action plans for the following areas: 
I) Deficiencies in GRlP I - describe and develop strategies for overcoming 
2) Group management of gathering and collating activities for new d a t ~  
dascripton - definitiw Iist developed, definition ofdesnipton, stan-, 
allocate xesponsibilities for each descriptor group, define data formats 
3) Determine synchrony of GRIP II with IWlS / ICE projects and include 
n.wessary compnenh into GRIP II data schema to ensure the three system 
totally complement each other 
4) Draft design ofdehvery interhe / applicatioq allocation of responsibilities 
5 )  Determine alternative delivery methods - internet, WWW and dlocate 
responsibilities 
6) DraR design of collating module to assist with rapid comparison of existing 
and new or duplicate germplasm records 
7) Develqmcnt of WoTk schedules and allocatiOn of specific responslbfities 
A second meeting (workshop) to review progrffs and plan the second year is 
anticipated in early 1998. Location CIMMYT, Duration 8 days. Drafi agenda 
items include: 
1) Pogress reparts fiom groups 
2) FiuaJ.ise standards and formats 
3) Develop and implement action to ovacome any shorditlls 
4) Delivery of coltating module for use in final group data collation. This 
module will lhcorporate in-built standards and mor checking fl-rciltics 
5 )  Defiae TCIS stsndards required for inclusion in GRIP II 
6) Resentalion and d.iscusSionofp~otype d e h q  interface 
7)  Retermhation of pteferred a1temthe deljvay method 
8) Update of work schedules and alIocation of mpusibilities for find year 
A final meeting of key collaborators Will. be recpked to collate the project 
components, prepare documentation and &&e distxiiution tu-rangem~ in
1- 1998. Location CIMMYT, d d o n  - l2 days. T b i ~  meeting Will mainly 
iuvolve intensive data manipulation, similar ta the final collation process far 
GRJP I. Activities will include: 
1) CoUate alI information from groups into a single database and WQIIII 
2) Resolve duplication and conflicting data ksnes 
3) Undertake cbmpanson of data with the (3MMYT Pedigree kfaoa#jtxn& 
System to idextie any breaches ofstandilrds 
4) R e s o l v e ~ c t s w i t h  standards 
51 Finaliscslnglcdatabase 
6 )  Test GlRIp 11 database within the delivery hferfhce 
7)  Make any find adjustments to deiivq interface 
8) Finalizedocumenttion 
9) Finalize production, distribution and dtem dehxy arrangements 
pre- duplication / conflicting data operations 
E. SkoMland fiom CMMYT will c o w  in data collation at &e AWCC 
for th3.e weeks during the latter part of year 1 (1997). The primary objective 
o f  t h s  exercise is to test the collation moddo with live' data and determine 
deficiencies to be mtifled prior to the workshop in wly 1988. The coU* 
modulc wiU be extmive1y tested for rubustuess, adherence to standards and 
efficiency in assisting with rapid coIlaticm of large sets a f h  
2.4 
During the second year of the pjsct, and during foUowing years, at least 20 
NARS's attending the CIMMYT Wheat Program's Crop Improvement course 
Will be given copies and trained in the use of the GRP ll system 
Currently the following allocations and methods are anticipated: 
a) Addition of genetic infbmation. Collaborative between AWCC and 
CrtvrpVlyT 
b) Authentication system. Collaborahive betweezl AWCC and CIh4MYT. 
e) Functionality module. CIMMYT. 
d) Data importing module. AWCC and C W .  
e) Align data desigu with XWIS. ClMMYT. 
0 Verification, ddmg of data. Portions will be perfontled by all. coLIaborators 
with later collation undertaken at CIMMYT- 
g) Collaboration with GrainGems, CIMMYT and AWCC. 
h} Reference module. AWCC (origin, state, province codes) and (3MM'YT 
(breeding stations, genebank lists and prefixes). 
i) Improve performance of data output and user irxterface. CIMMYTT. 
Impact of Research: 
Th~s development is expected to improve the efficiency of wheat ;mptr>vement 
by providing a more objective and efficient method of germplasm selection 
This will, in terms of research h d i n g  and comtTl0dity production, contribute 
to ~e overall efficiency of wheat improvement and production allowing any 
gains (w savings) to be reapplied in other areas. 
It is anticipated that the products from this project will be readily adoped by 
h e a t  improvement scientists because of the obvious advantages it offks and 
as it i s  the first ofits kind Since the s o h e  d be provided, tb,e only 
comtraht anticipated will be ifimihibual scientists do not have access # a 
suitable computer. It is expected that the Project has a very high chaxxce of 
success in meeting its objectives. 
All ivheat scientists will benefit fiom this &ort in the short term h the longer 
term the global wheat miustry and huminkmi ' willbenefitomthe 
development of  a system which will provide both more effective and more 
efffcient wheat production practices. 
2 5  Application of Research: 
The results will be used m an ongoing way by wheat researchers throw the 
linkages between this project and other global getmplasm Mfoxmaatjon systems 
that will coUectiveIy provide a comprehensive and integrated system for 
collecting, contributing and sharing all information. associated with wheal 
genetic resources and their efficient utilization. GRIP ZI will provide an 
ongoing and structured meam of collating reIevant information into a Centrnl 
resource. The model developed for wheat will also be a valuable resource for 
uther species. 
Potential users of the GRIP D package Will include all iastitUtions and 
companies involved in wheat improvement throughout the world 
CXhIMYT ulll undertake responsibihty for the maintenance and distribution 
of project reports and updated versions ofdrrta, either directly and/or through a 
third party such as GraiuGenes. 
2.6 Linkage to ACIAR projectls: 
%s project is most strongly lutked to the previous GRlP I project. to which it 
adds significant improvements, enhancemmb and h d o d t y .  
This development wdJ dso allow considerable flow OR to other crops of 
kiterest to the C G W  and ACIAR, such as 1) rice through collabati~e 
r e s m h  with the International Rice Research Xnstitute, 2) common berun. 
through a proposed project mvohng CLAT, the Queensland Departmd of 
Primary Industries and clu;oa, 3) gam smg.hum, chickpeas and d e t  thou& 
ICXSAT, 4) barley through ICARDA, 5) the bilatwal poject pmpsal 
"hprovement of ibdzuki beau in chuza" (CS1/94/%4), and the faba bean 
project supported by AC2AJ.t 
Qutcoraes fkom the project will also be linked to htemational collaborative 
dGQes h d v m g  the Australran Network of Plant W c  Resources 
Centres for exatnple, through the Austrafian Tropical Crops Genetic Resomes 
Centre wiuch is involved in tropical legume databws, aslzuki bean and 
common bean. 
The project will also become a &reme pint  for any firture work involving 
the documentation and collation of genetic resources on a gIobal basis for 
other species. 
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SECTION 3: BURGET (Australian dollars) 
TOTAL 
3.6 Budget Summary 
' Persome1 40250 39750 80OOo 
7775 8025 15800. 
26075 21175 47250 j 
6000 6000 
74100 I 74950 149050, 
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, ,  ITEM 1997 I998 TOTAL 
Personnel. I 30500 32000 62500 
Supplies and Sexv ie  7775 8025 15800 
Tmml 4900 4900 
Other 6000 6000 
TOTAL 43175 46025 1 89200, 
3.2 Detailed Budget 
PART A - GlMlMYT 
1. Pe-rsonnel 
Software Development and data processing - $27,000 year 1; $28350 year 2 
Data Technhkin to support data couatiotz - $3,500 year 1; $3650 year 2 
2. Suppliw and Service 
ststionsry, s&ces etc. at (3kMY-r 
3. Tmw9 
Ai&RS; Mei&o - Tamm~rth at $2,800 by 1 
Sus tmce :  21daysatTamworthat$100 /day 
- Year 1 $7,750 
- Year 2 $8,025 
4. Other 
CD ROM productim and distribution - Y e s  2 $6,000 
Page: I4 
Supplies and S k c e  
Travel 
PART B - Australian Institution 
8175 8175 16350 
-ma I I 
TOTAL 14175 12175 1 26390 
jFdlohr&: 
1. Personnel 
Data Technician, 5 man months - Year 1 $6,000 
- YW 2 $4,000 
Tamworth - Mexico (by 4) at $ 2,800 each 
60 days h Mexico at $85.83 / day (includes travel 
allOW-alEt2) 
PART C - DmeXophg Country hiitntion 
-. 
ITEM. 1997 1998, , .  TOTAL 1 
Personnel 3750 3750 1 75w 
Supplies and Service I 
Travei 13000 13000 26000 
._other 
TOTAL , _, 16750 16750 ,m50(1- 
Fdn5ta:  
1. Personnel 
Data Technician to support data collation - S 3750 per year ($1250 pcr NARS) 
sustenance: 
China, India & South Afiica to MCZ~CO (by 3) at !§ 3,000 
eaCb 
Three sciedists by two visits: 
Total of 93.2 days in Mexico at $85.83 /day (hdudea 
mvef allowance) 
c 
3 3  Fimxlciai disbursement: 
Part A and Part C of detailed budget to be p d  to cIMNfk"T. 
Part B to be paid to AWCC (NSW Agriculture). 
* 
cIl!& Acquittal: Special Purpose G r a n t s  
Attachment 2 
Project 
Title ......................................................................................................................................... 
Time Period ........................................................................................................................... 
Set out below is a statement of receipts and expenditures. 
Receipts: Funds received in this year of grant 
(IARC, Australian and other components) 
Funds brought forward from previous 
period (commited carryover) 
Total received this period 
Expenditures 
IARC 
s ................................... 
s .................................... 
%. .................................. 
AUSTRALIA *( 1 *( 1 
Person n el ............................................................................................................. 
Supplies & Svcs .............................................................................................................. 
Travel .............................................................................................................. 
Other  .............................................................................................................. 
Totals 
* please indicate other parties 
Progress variation of commited h n d s  is $ ................................................ (attach details) 
Cornmen ts: 
I certifL that  the expenditure shown above has taken place and is correct. 
Signed and dated ....................................................................................... (Authorised Of iced  
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ATTACHMEm 3 
GUIDE TO PROJECT LEADERS ON THE PREPARATION 
OF ANNUAL REPORTS FOR SPECIAL PURPOSE GRANTS 
TO BE SUBMITTED FOR GRANTS OF MORE THAN ONE YEAR DURATION 
AS A PEERE0 UTSITE FOR FURTHER FUNDMG 
Annual reports are intended to assist you and ACIAR in project monitoring and 
research feedback. As a communication device between you and ACIAR, they are an 
opportunity to highhght research results and flag matters for action including not only 
potential problems, but also potential opportunities for project supplementation and 
follow up activity. Note that this is a guide only, not all of the following may be 
applicable to your activities. 
All annual reports must be the result of joint effort on the part of the International 
Agricultural Research Centre @ARC) and the Australian and developing country 
research collaborators, although h d  responsibility lies with the IARC. 
You are asked to follow the format described for these reports. They have been 
drafted to facilitate effective monitosing and consistency in data presentation. 
1. Cover Page 
The Annual Reports have a cover Dam with the following iden-g details: 
(i) 
(C) 
(Z) 
Heading, which indicates the period to which it refers 
Name of research leaders/partners and their institutional affiliations 
Commencement and terminal dates of project. 
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(iv) 
total and the date of each. 
(v) Project abstract, 100 words 
(Vi) 
Approved total budget, including officially approved additionddeletions to the 
Approved budget for period being reported less expenditures incurred during 
this period. 
The due date for Annual reports is measured from the agreed project starting 
date, but is also tied in with the Australian Einancial year (01 July - 3 1 June), 
within which the fiunds are allocated. 
2. Executive summary (separate page) 
- (this should be suitable for presentation to A C W s  Board of 
a precis of not more than 600 words that briefly states: 
Management) 
- 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
purpose and context of the project; 
names of collaborating researchers and institutions; 
results or expected results and why these are believed to be 
importadvaluable; 
likely direction of future research activities. 
3. Promess of Research Work 
3.1 Objectives of Project 
Recount main objectives as per approved project 
- Note any revisions to project aims and reasons for changes 
3.2 Research activities 
(a) Timetable and Personnel 
- Adherence to timetablelstaff engaged (append copies of 
advertisements) 
(b) Analysis and Research Methods - Description of methodology and principal experiments or analyses 
conducted (where necessary detailed results to be appended) 
- 
t 
-* 
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3.4 
ImplicationdResul ts 
Statement of the importance of results to date for: 
. future research plans 
. future project budget 
. conduct of other research projects (if relevant) 
. related research grants received or applied for 
. development of linkages with developing countxy organisations 
. optimal rnethodsfchamels of extensiodoutreach of results to end 
users 
Problems 
A brief discussion of research problems 
encountered/overco~~c~~nic.  How important are these and are 
there implications for futuse researchlextension? 
Reports and Publications 
Beef overview of principal publications, research reports and other 
communications activities undertaken (detailed lists of papers: (i) 
in progress (ii) completed (iii) published, to be appended). 
Benefits of Research 
An assessment by the research leaders of the value (social, 
economic, fundamental or potential) and principal beneficiaries of 
the research undertaken. 
Travel and Meetings 
- Summary of visits/study tours made by Australian and overseas 
scientists in association with the project - who, where, when, how 
long, purpose, signihcmt findings. (Copies of trip reports to be 
appended). 
Budget discussion 
- Overview and discussion, especially of any proposed variations 
tiom approved budget. Detailed statements should be provided 
where significant overexpenditure or underexpenditure has 
occurred. 
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3.5 Conclusions 
Overall assessment of progress in context of original objectives. 
Plans for the future, including current commitments and any 
modifications to previous plans. 
- 
- 
4. Appendices 
4.1 Research results of npte. 
4.2 Research reports, papers and publications: , 
- List: (i) In progress - authodtitle citation 
(ii) Completed - authorltitle citation 
(iii) Published - full citation needed 
- Attach copies of items listed under (ii) and (K) above. 
4.3 Trip repom of Australian and overseas scientists funded under the 
project, including documentation on professional meetings attended and 
workshop or seminars held. 
Budget expenditure details, hcivding advances received and acquiws. 4.4 
4.5 Details of any project publicity undertaken and not covered under 2 or 3 
above; include relevant photographs, press releases, advertisements, etc. 
5. Submission 
All progress reports are to be addressed to the M C  Research Program 
Coordinator, ACLAR, GPO Box 1571 ACT 2601 
6. Number of Couies 
YOU are asked to submit 
and copies of each appendix. 
copies of the report proper (i.e. items 1-3 above) 
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ATTACHMENT 4 
GUIDE TO PROJECT LEADERS ON THE PREPARATTON 
OF A FMAL REPORT FOR A SPECIAL PURPOSE GRANT 
TO BE SUBMITTED ON COMPLEmON OF GRANT ACTWITTES 
A Termination Report for a Project should contain first an Executive Smw of the 
Report, followed by a detailed report to which should be annexed all relevant 
documentation such as copies of al l  Publications produced during the life of the 
Project. Termination Reports should be submitted jointly by the Jnternational 
Agricultural Research Centre (IARC) and Australian collaborating institution project 
leaders. The format of a Termination Report should follow these Guidelines. 
Suggested Executive Summary format: 
Termination Report on ACIAR Special Purpose Grant 
Project: 
IARC: 
Collaborating Institution: 
Partner Countw Institution: 
Proiect Leaders: 
@ IARC 
(li) Australia: 
(11) Partner Countrv: 
-- Date of Commencement: 
-- Date of Completion: 
-- Aims of Project: 
(Project Title) 
(Name of International Agricultural 
Research Center) 
(Name of Australian Institution) 
(name of NARS or other institution) 
(Name/s) 
(Name/s) 
(Name/s) 
(Date of contract or hiexnative date agreed) 
(Agreed date of completion) 
Outline briefly (also mention if &$r ig id  aims have 
changed significantly through the life of the project) 
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Description of Work: Provide a brief description of the work that had been 
urdztaken over the life of the project to achieve its 
stated aims (use flowcharts and outputs). 
Results. Conclusions 
- and Assessments: In one or two paragraphs summarise the results of 
theresearch work undertaken through this project and 
the conclusions reached about any aspect of the 
project. 
Publications: 
Follow-up: Summarise proposed follow-up to the project, 
inciuuding M e r  research pianned on the same or 
similar theme, any patens, copyright or other property 
rights proposed etc. 
Suggested Format for main body of Termination Report: (10-15 pages max) 
Termination Report on ACIAR Special Purpose Grant 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
BACKGROUND 
Provide background of the Project. 
OBJECTIVES 
These should be the same as they were in the original Project Proposal approved 
by the ACIAR Board of Management unless altered by agreement during the 
course of the project. 
DESCRIPTION RESEARCH 
Provide a description of the lines of enquiry, methods etc., (ie., what was done 
and how to achieve the objectives of the project) 
RESEARCH RESULTS 
Detail the results achieved by the research project in its lifetime and specifically 
mention any outstanding results or benefits achieved that werehe  relevant to all 
collaborating countries; mention the contributions made by all research groups 
participating in the project and include graphic and tabular information as 
necessary to hghlight importan; aspects of the results. Was there an evaluation 
of the costhenefits of this project? If so, discuss briefly. 
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5. -- USE OF RESULTS 
Here provide brief information on the value of the results achieved by the project 
to such target groups 8s were identded in the on@ Project Proposal, the value 
to other potential users, to the Industry, to Extension workers etc. What new 
''intellectual Property" (new technology or net new scientific knowledge) was 
generated by the project and how has this helped to achieve the aims of the 
project? Can the results be lised to solve the agticultural problem on@y 
identified in the relevant developing country (or countries) and can they be 
applied to any useful purpose in Australia? 
6. PUBLICATIONS 
List al l  publications (including "extension-type pamphlets) resulting from the 
research work undertaken under this project and provide as annexes one copy of 
each publication listed. Mention whether any publication had been translated 
into the language of the partner country. 
7. FOLLOW-UP 
Detail what action you propose to take to ensure results are conveyed to 
research, policy and extension audiences as appropriate to the project. Also, 
include details of M e r  research and d y s i s  of the data which is proposed 
beyond the formal life of the ACIAR project. Specifjr whether copyright, patents 
or other property rights have been or d be sought for innovations/insights 
arising from the project. 
8. OTHERACTIVITIES 
Detail any capacity building resuiting from the project; what on-the-job skius 
had been developed; what training programs were introduced to enhance skills, 
were any ACIAR Associated Fellowships awarded to scientists in partner 
countries to undertake postgraduate studies in Australia? 
CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE MEJORAMIENTO DE MA12 Y TRIG0 
INTERNATIONAL MAIZE AND WHEAT IMPROVEMENT CENTER 
Lisboa 27  Apartado Postal 6-641 06600 Mexico,  D.F. Mex ico  
